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A Colombian refugee here in Quito—let’s just call her Valeria—who is connected to the Quito Mennonite church where I work, recently told me that the conflict in Colombia can be summed up as an injustice. It is neither just nor fair, she said, stating the reality of her own life situation, that one must leave everything one had only because some people think their ambition for power gives them the right to take a person’s life.

According to most sources, Colombia has entered a post-conflict, or post-peace, period since the November 24, 2016, revised peace accords were signed between the Fuerza Alternativa Revolucionaria del Común (Common Alternative Revolutionary Force, or FARC) rebels and the Colombian government. The agreement was later ratified by congress on November 30, 2016. Since the signing of the peace accords, there have been many more stories like Valeria’s, told by people who, likewise, have left Colombia, or who have moved to other parts of Colombia to start new lives. According to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), the number of Colombian refugees entering Ecuador has continued to hold relatively steady over the past few years, and the number of internally displaced people within Colombia has actually increased. One of the main reasons for this is increased violence in the parts of the country where rebels had controlled territory. Now these territories, which are ideal for growing coca and poppies for drug production, are being occupied by criminal gangs.¹

The Mennonite church in Colombia has been deeply committed to the work of spreading Jesus’s commandment of peace, and the Mennonite churches in Ecuador and Venezuela have given a loving embrace to Colombian refugees over the years. This being said, what has been the voice of the Christian church, and particularly the Mennonite church, through Colombia’s political process

and now in the time of post peace? This essay reflects on this question by re-
viewing the contentious peace process and listening to the voices of Colombian
Mennonites. As I will show, these reflections teach us that our hope in the
midst of the transition from violence to peace is in Jesus.

The Peace Accords and the October Plebiscite

The talks that produced the peace accords in Colombia started officially in
August 2012. Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos’s government and the
FARC had had preliminary talks beginning in 2011. Over the next four years,
talks in Havana, Cuba, would generate a 297-page document delineating a
peace deal and subsequent disarmament, and a pathway for guerrillas to reenter
society and the political sphere. Steps were also laid out to consider victims and
others who had been affected by the violence and to deal with the perpetrators
of crimes against humanity. International peace and negotiation experts took
part in the entire process. A noteworthy point is that there were no women in-
cluded in the process until September 2014 when a Sub-commission of Gender
was appointed even though the majority of victims from the conflict have been
women.2

The final peace agreement was presented in Havana in August 2016. To
allow the Colombian people to decide to ratify the proposed peace accords,
President Santos proposed a national plebiscite, or referendum, on October 2,
2016. The question posed in the plebiscite was, “Do you support the accord that
puts an end to armed conflict and constructs a stable and durable nation?” The
“no” vote won by less than half of a percent. Complex issues and misinterpre-
tations surrounded the actual vote. There was also very low turnout—less than
40 percent; on the day of the vote, many areas that had been most affected by
violence experienced harsh rains and flooding that likely kept people away from
the polls, which closed at five o’clock p.m.3

Subsequently, a modified version of the peace accords was ratified by the
Colombian congress in November 2016. Between then, when the peace accords
went into effect, and January 2018, only 18 percent of the actual accords were
advanced. In that short window of time, however, substantial changes took
place in Colombian life. Almost nine thousand weapons were turned over to
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UN forces, and in 2017, Colombia saw its lowest homicide rate in the past thirty years. As pastor Peter Stucky of the Mennonite church in Teosaquillo, Bogotá, puts it: “When you look at wards of military hospitals completely empty, and no longer having victims of war and also being able to travel, these are huge benefits.” Stucky also points out that during this entire post-accord process, the FARC have largely upheld their part of the deal, and now it is up to the government to uphold their side. Even though they may have done little so far, it is a start.

**The Mennonite Church as It Works for Peace**

Since Valeria and her family have come to Ecuador, they have received food rations, school supplies, and other support from the Refugee Project at the Quito Mennonite Church. Valeria told me that the mission and work of the Mennonite church in Quito is a great help for people in her situation, because in addition to providing material assistance, the church is offering spiritual support—a wonderful refuge for people who are disoriented.

This is just one of many ways that the Mennonite church in Colombia has been an incredible example of peace over the years. In 1987, the church started working toward formalizing the option of conscientious objection to armed military service. In 1991, they worked to incorporate conscientious objection into the constitution.

The Mennonite church has also worked with mediation in formal and informal settings. Formal mediation has taken place in partnership with the National Council of Peace, **Consejo Nacional de Paz**, “and in a context of public, open and participatory peace policies.” Oscar Herrera from the Colombian Mennonite Church (Iglesia Menonita de Colombia, or, IMCOL) Mission Committee expresses how the Mennonite church has been working with dia-
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logue and bringing together the rebel fighters and the Colombian government for many years, even before the peace accords started to be formed.9

The Mennonite church, together with other actors, also lobbied intensively for the “yes” vote in the October plebiscite to ratify the peace accords. The Mennonite church joined other voices in praising the signing of the peace accords and organized forums and talks and participated in marches supporting the peace accords and the “yes” vote. Herrera explains that “the Mennonite church supported the Yes [vote] . . . but there were some churches of other denominations that supported the No [vote], supporting the leadership of [the previous president], Uribe Velez.”10 Officially, the Mennonite church in Colombia put out a statement urging fellow Christians and all citizens to vote “Yes.” The National Committee of the Mennonite Christian Church of Colombia recognized “that peace is built with long-term commitment and that war, as described in James 3, only responds to a diabolic wisdom that feeds confrontations and all kinds of evil; [we] affirm that God will reward those who seek peace among people, giving them peace and justice.”11

Yes or No

Many people supported the “no” vote, including many Evangelical Christians. Evangelical leaders stated that the peace accords promoted values they were opposed to, such as gender and LGBTQ issues, and that the accords put their ideals of traditional family at risk.12 Some of the disputed sections of the accord included the following:

That the implementation be made taking into account the diversity of gender, ethnicity and culture, and that measures be adopted for the populations and the most humble and most vulnerable groups, especially children, women, people in condition of disability and victims, and especially by the same territorial approach.

That gender equity be promoted through the adoption of specific measures
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to ensure that women and men participate and benefit on an equal footing from the implementation of this Agreement.

Recognize and take into account the needs, characteristics and economic, cultural and social peculiarities of territories and rural communities—children, women and men, including people with diverse sexual orientation and gender identity—and guarantee social-environmental sustainability.13

CEDECOL (The Evangelical Conference of Colombia) released a statement with specific objections to the text; they agreed that the accords do not specifically contain the words “gender ideology” but that they do leave a focus on gender and other terms such as “gender diversity, gender identity, and perspectives of gender . . . ; thus overloading its application guaranteeing the right of women and generating ambiguity and confusion.”14

Many people repeated this perception of an imposed gender ideology, some even accusing the UN of insisting on it being in the peace accords. Others went as far as inventing things that weren’t in the accords, saying that the document supported abortion, for example, when the word abortion never appears in the text.15 The UN did support inclusive language in the document, and the idea of gender equity actually complies with many international accords and with the Colombian constitution, but there is no evidence of an imposed gender ideology in the accords.

Stucky points out that the “no” votes were not limited to conservative churches or Evangelicals. He cites the example of the city of Bogota, home to many Evangelicals and conservative churches, as a case in point, where the “yes” vote won by a large margin.

The Catholic church in general had a more hands-off approach, not officially taking sides with the “yes” or “no” vote but still encouraging people to vote, although it was pretty clear to many that Pope Francis was openly supporting the peace accords.16 On the other side of the fence, many in Catholic groups were very much against the peace deal. For months leading up to the vote, some Catholic television stations ran advertisements supporting the “no” vote. And a
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conservative politician, José Galat, was even quoted as saying that the bishops who supported the pope were denying the truths of their faith, and “those who deny our faith are not Catholics.”

Many people insist that conservative Catholics and Evangelicals tipped the vote against the peace accords. Francesco Manetto states, “Although there were no explicit pronouncements during the campaign, some sectors of the Catholic community and the votes of the Evangelicals, representing some 10 million Colombians, tipped the balance in favor of the No.”

Others accuse Uribe, the ex-president, of using the Evangelicals and conservative Catholics for his political maneuvering. Uribe had been an outspoken opponent of Santos since the peace talks started. Then, Stucky states, Uribe used the October plebiscite to “link the Peace Accords with an entire discussion, what the Evangelicals call ‘ideology of gender,’ that had nothing to do with the plebiscite or the Peace Accords.” An entire religious conflict was created. As Lester Kurtz states: “Because of its significance, individuals and collectivities invest a great deal of themselves and their energies in a religious conflict. Ironically, however, what is highly personal is clothed in cosmic rhetoric: ‘It is not for my interests that I take this stand, but for God’s sake!’”

**Peace at Long Last**

After losing the plebiscite, the FARC and others said they would not back down and would not change their stance on gender issues. They went as far as saying that the issue of gender was a fundamental part of the peace accords. But the issues that people in the “no” camp had against the original peace document were not only about gender and sexual orientation. Many accused the accords of going soft on perpetrators of crimes against humanity, even though the accords explicitly state: “It is not allowed to amnesty crimes against humanity, or other crimes defined under the Rome Statute.”
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Finally—after the October 2, 2016, vote—the government worked with different leaders and interested populations to make adjustments to the document and then presented them to the FARC negotiation team, who changed several points. The resulting agreement included making clear the penalties for perpetrators of war crimes; limiting the Special Peace Jurisdiction slightly; excluding certain crimes from the transitional justice system; not including the entire accord as part of the Colombian constitution; extending the rural development program five years; and, finally, adjusting language on gender equity to prevent misinterpretation.22

What Now?

The current stance of the Mennonite church is to continue supporting and working toward the full implementation of the peace accords. According to Stucky, the churches believe that the “peace accords are good and have already produced huge benefits for our society.” But there is still a lot of work to do; many other churches in Colombia don’t necessarily feel the same way, and the Mennonite church, it would seem, is in a small minority. According to Stucky, other churches are no longer focused on the peace accords and do not see them as a priority to be completed. A huge gap exists between what is going on with the post-peace work in Colombia and what is being preached and shared from scriptures—“between the situation we are living and the interest of the churches in that situation.” Stucky goes on to explain that many other, especially Evangelical and Pentecostal, churches are focused on the traditional gospel, on “prosperity, growing, healing and don’t read the scriptures from Jesus, instead more from the old testament and spiritualistic emphasis.”

As previously stated, there are still many armed groups in Colombia, and they are now taking over territories where the FARC once had strongholds. Many of these groups are considered illegal, whereas the FARC and the still active Ejercito de Liberación Nacional (ELN)23 are considered to be involved in political warfare. The other groups might be paramilitary groups or also soldiers that disbanded from the FARC. There are also many delinquent groups involved in the drug trade or drug-related activities. The situation is getting more and more complicated as the years go by. Stucky states that the Mennonite church’s position on all of this is markedly different from other NGOs, especially since the church plans to be involved in Colombia for many more years—indeﬁnitely, really.

Herrera highlights the Mennonite church program called “Bridges of Peace” that has striven to bring the ELN and the government together to have
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talks, although the initiatives have stalled at times. The church’s Anabaptist theology requires that members be in contact with the society where they are living and worshiping, rather than staying only within the walls of the church. Stucky points out that the “church understands God’s priority for peace for human kind, that it is not just an outer peace, it is an inner and outer peace.” The Mennonite churches know that they must work for peace, that God’s will is going to be accomplished, and that God’s followers must pray and align themselves with God’s purpose. In his closing, Stucky shares the following:

We need to keep on working and praying for peace, bringing hope to the country and being a factor of consolation and humanitarian aid to those who are suffering. The victims of the powers that be change, so at this point we have plenty of victims from Venezuela also. The other thing about the church is that one realizes that ideology from left or right tend to be bad counselors. They talk and promise and attack each other. The folks that get trampled are the common folks.

Nicolas, another Colombian refugee in Ecuador, agrees with Valeria. He tells me that the conflict in Colombia is a war of power, not so much of money. The various groups seek power in order to impose fear in the community and thus maintain submissiveness. Fear that is infused into the community is compounded by the authorities’ complicity and lack of commitment.

Nicolas has also received support from the Mennonite Church in Quito and says that the missionary work of the church is a very great endorsement. He says, “all of us here come looking for hope and . . . the church improves things and God is the only one who gives true hope. The support of the mission of the church helps give us more strength to move forward.”

These two final statements are powerful testaments to how the church leaders and political leaders could have responded during the October 2 plebiscite in Colombia. Groups pursuing political power could have offered hope instead of imposing fear. And the church, instead of listening to the left or right, could have been looking to Jesus to help them decide to vote “yes” or “no.”